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REPORT ON THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TYRE VALUE CHAIN IN 

NIGERIA HELD AT THE CONFERENCE HALL OF TAHIR GUEST PALACE, 

KANO ON THE 17TH AND 18TH APRIL, 2018 

1.0 Executive Summary 

As part of Council’s mandate in developing the Nigerian Automotive Industry, 

Council in collaboration with a consulting firm conducted a survey on the Nigerian 

Tyre Industry, which is a sub-sector of the automotive industry. The survey report 

depicted the comatose state of tyre production and revealed the enormous 

challenges presently been experienced in the industry. Based on the strength of 

this premise, Council organized the “National Conference on Tyre Value Chain in 

Nigeria” with the theme “Strategy for Resuscitating the Tyre Industry in Nigeria”. 

The objective of the conference was to bring together relevant stakeholders in the 

industry to discuss the prospects and challenges facing the industry and to chart a 

way forward in revamping the sub-sector. Some of the topics of discussed at the 

conference include on the following: 

i. An Overview of the Challenges and Prospects of Tyre Industry in Nigeria; 

ii. Research and Development Efforts in Rubber Sector of Nigeria;  

iii. Analysis of Previous and Present Government Policies and Incentives to the 

Auto Industry in Nigeria 

iv. Challenges of Tyre Production in Nigeria 

v. Local sourcing of raw materials for Tyre Industry in Nigeria. 

At the end of the conference, far reaching decisions were made and a communique 

was brought forward. Among the decisions made was the formulation a policy 

framework for the tyre industry which should be legislated. Also, it was decided 
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that a stakeholder committee be set up to develop the policy as well as monitor its 

implementation. 

2.0 Opening Ceremony 

The conference commenced with the National anthem and was followed by the 

welcome address by the Chairman Governing Board (NADDC). He acknowledged 

the efforts of Council in the development of the automotive sector thus far. He also 

commended the effort of all stakeholders for their contributions in the 

advancement of the Nigerian automotive industry. He highlighted the huge 

business opportunities available in the tyre industry despite the enormous 

economic and infrastructural challenges been experienced in the country. He noted 

that one of the reasons that resulted in the collapse of the once vibrant industry 

was policy somersault by previous governments. He stated that the present 

administration was committed to diversifying the economy and would therefore 

support Council and its stakeholders in revamping the industry.  
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Fig 1: Recitation of the National Anthem at the Opening Ceremony 

On his part, the chairman of the occasion, the Executive Governor of Kebbi State 

applauded Council’s effort in putting together the event geared towards the 

resuscitation of the sub-sector, pointing out that it was a step in the right direction. 

He recanted the failures of the past that had made Nigeria one of the highest 

importer of tyres, most of which are sub-standard. He outlined that one of the 

mandates of his government is the development of mechanized agriculture which 

is highly dependent on the use of motorized and movable machineries that require 

tyres to operate at an optimum capacity. He therefore pledged the support of his 

government in the revival of the Nigerian Tyre Industry. He disclosed that since 

Nigeria was naturally endowed with natural resources some of which are raw 

materials required for tyre production, it has comparative advantage to most other 
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tyre producing nations. He mentioned that there should be synergy among 

stakeholders to actually revive the industry. He noted the need for an advocacy 

group to drive and promote the industry. 

 

 

Fig 2: DG-NADDC (left), Chairman of the Occasion, His Excellency, Senator 

Abubakar Atiku Bagudu (centre), Chief Host, Senator Osita Izunaso, Chairman, 

NADDC Governing Board (right) 
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Fig 3: DG(NADDC) and Chairman of the Occasion 

The DG(NADDC), who gave the keynote address thanked the stakeholders present 

for accepting Council’s invitation to the conference and honouring it. He expressed 

his regret about the collapse of the tyre production industry, which resulted in 

Nigeria becoming a dumping ground for substandard tyres from various parts of 

the world. He stated that statistics showed that over 20 million tyres are imported 

annually, thereby exporting the huge economic benefits of wealth and job creation 

to countries from which these tyres are imported. This anomaly, which has cut 

across the entire manufacturing sector of Nigeria had to be corrected, particularly 

in the auto sector which included the tyre sub-sector.  

He pointed out that the closure of the foremost two tyre manufacturing companies 

in Nigeria (Michelin and Dunlop) was primarily due to policy somersault by 

government as well as the downturn in the economy and infrastructure deficit. 
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As a way forward, he noted that in order to stem the tide of policy somersault by 

future governments, the National Automotive Industry Development Plan (NAIDP) 

which covers every sector of the auto industry including the tyre sub-sector had 

been legislated and awaited presidential accent to become law. He further 

disclosed that an estimated 80 hectares of land has been provided for rubber 

production to of tyres to encourage tyre manufacturers and also lure potential 

investors. He mentioned also, that government was working out on a mechanism 

to phase out old and substandard tyres. This, he stated would require a taskforce 

comprising of the Nigeria Customs Service (NCS), Standards Organisation of Nigeria 

(SON) and also each state government. The DG mentioned that policies protecting 

existing and infant industries currently operating in the tyre industry value chain 

would be put in place. These policies he mentioned would also cater for new 

comers. Lastly, he advised that all tyre dealership and distributorship companies 

should ensure that they import tyres suitable for the Nigerian terrain and 

environment.  

2.1 Goodwill Messages and Presentation of Award to Dignitaries 

The keynote address presented by the DG(NADDC) set the tone for the discussions 

and paper presentations that followed. After the opening paper presentations, a 

number of goodwill messages were taken from representatives of the various 

organisations such as Federal Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment (FMITI), 

the Nigerian Association of Auto Technicians (NATA), National Association of Road 

Transport Owners (NARTO), the Kano State Government and a host of others. This 

was immediately followed by the presentation of awards to dignitaries present. 

Below are some of the pictures of the award presentation.  
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Fig 4-7: Presentation of Awards to Dignitaries at the Conference 
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3.0 Summary of Some Presentations 

3.1 Merits of the Proper Use of Tyres by the Corp Marshal, Federal 

Road Safety Corps (FRSC) 

 The Corp Marshal FRSC started by appreciating the initiative of the tyre conference 

and also called for the immediate resuscitation of the industry. He stated that 

several roads accidents emanated from tyre malfunction which is largely due to the 

use of substandard tyres. He commended SONs ‘activities in curtailing the 

importation of substandard tyres through seizures and called on the NCS for more 

collaborative efforts in curbing the substandard imports. 

He went further to describe the engravings on most tyres, with particular emphasis 

on the date of manufacture. He spoke on the proper storage of tyres before it is 

acquired by the end user. He pointed out that tyres are supposed to be stored in 

the right conditions to ensure their integrity is kept intact. He reiterated the urgent 

need for NADDC to ensure the revival of tyre production in Nigeria. He was of the 

opinion that if these tyres were manufactured in Nigeria, the production would be 

done bearing in mind the prevailing environmental conditions obtainable in 

Nigeria. 
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Fig 8: Cross-section of participants  

 

Fig 9: Cross-section of participants  
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3.2 Research and Development Efforts in Rubber Sector of Nigeria by 

Dr Uzoma Ukwu of the Rubber Research Institute of Nigeria (RRIN) 

The Research Director RRIN, Dr. Ukwu started by highlighting the demographics of 

rubber plantation in the country stating where such plantations are found and 

could be sighted. Using statistical data, he described Nigerian’s standing in terms 

of quantity produced and ranking in Africa. He went further to comment on the 

developmental effort of the government which are focused on two areas namely: 

i. Agronomic Practices: This consist of provision of planting materials from 

rubber clones for high yields, development of mixed farming techniques, 

land evaluation to ascertain its suitability for planting and study on diseases 

that affect rubber plants for pest control 

ii. Value Addition through Processing: This comprises of design and fabrication 

of small scale equipment, collaboration with RMRDC to establish pilot scale 

putty plant and studies on the use of local source filler such as clay and coal.  

In conclusion, he noted that getting the tyre manufacturing industry right will not 

only boost agriculture but could subsequently put Nigeria in the position to export 

its raw materials which will in turn boost the economy. 

3.3 Analysis of Previous and Present Government Policies and 

Incentives to the Auto Industry in Nigeria by Mr. Remi Olaofe, the 

Executive Director, NAMA 

He began his presentation by highlighting the benefits of a vibrant auto sector to 

the economy and security of the nation. He asked relevant authorities to look back 

at all mistakes (including policy somersault) of the past and to avoid them in order 
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for the industry to impact the country holistically. He went further to commend the 

efforts of NADDC for its efforts in the legislation of the National Automotive 

Industry Development Plan (NAIDP) bill which would in no small way strengthen 

the auto industry and the country at large. He outlined several issues been faced 

by auto assemblers in the Customs Administration of the NAIDP. All of these he 

hoped would be addressed when the NAIDP became law. He pointed out that based 

on the comparative advantage of Nigeria in the production of tyre, the country 

would not only be self-sustaining but would also be a tyre exporting nation. 

 

3.4 Local Sourcing of Raw Materials for Tyre Industry in Nigeria by Dr. 

Mohammed Lawal Buga of RMRDC 

The presenter began by stating the mandate of RMRDC and its importance in terms 

of developing local content that is needed to support industries involved in 

manufacturing. He enumerated some of the auto products developed by its 

agencies using available raw materials in Nigeria. One of such products is the brake 

pad made from kernel shells, which had been patented. Currently, the RMRDC was 

in search of investors they would partner with it for its production. He stated that 

the use of rubber for tyre manufacturing has been on a decline with the discovery 

of crude oil, from which raw materials for the production of tyre could be extracted. 

In conclusion he stated that all of the raw materials required for tyre manufacturing 

are present in Nigeria. He noted that all that was required was the collaboration of 

government and private sector investors in reviving the tyre manufacture in 

Nigeria.  
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3.5 Challenges of Tyre Production in Nigeria by Mr. Segun Ajayi-Kadir, 

D.G MAN 

He began by acknowledging the giant strides taken by Council and successes 

recorded in recent years in the automotive industry. Re-echoing the opinion of 

other speakers, he highlighted the major reasons that have impeded the growth 

and development of the manufacturing industry to include:  

i. Infrastructure deficit; 

ii. Poor policies implementation and policy inconsistency; 

iii. Over reliance on the oil and gas sector;  

iv. Poor patronage of locally manufactured products; 

v. Multiple taxation; 

vi. Porosity of the borders resulting in smuggling of fake and substandard 

products 

He pointed out that if all of these issues were addressed, every sector of the 

manufacturing industry, including the tyre sub-sector would most certainly grow 

and expand. 

He advised that the government to ensure that the two prominent tyre 

manufacturers (Michelin and Dunlop) who had both shutdown operations in the 

country should be given necessary support to come back to commence 

manufacturing. He opined that despite the daunting challenges, with government 

support, coupled with the large middle class population in Nigeria that provides a 

ready market, any company that invested in the tyre industry would most certainly 

earn good returns on investment. He suggested that government support could 
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include provision and extension of tax holidays for new entrants and existing 

players in the sector. 

 

Fig 10: Cross-section of participants  

 

 4.0 Presentation of Conference Communique 

After exhaustive deliberations emanating from the presentations the following 

recommendations articulated were presented in a communique by Mr. Yakubu 

Gada. Below are the resolutions; 

i. Government, through its agencies should redouble efforts in the 

enforcement of safety standards and regulations in the importation, 

distribution, sales and usage of tyres in Nigeria; 
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ii. Public-private sector collaboration should be pursued and encouraged with 

a view to creating the necessary synergy for tyre industry to grow and 

prosper; 

iii. Both the Government and the organized private sector should invest 

maximally in tyre industry because of its huge economic potentials and 

contributions to Gross Domestic Products (GDP); 

iv. The conference observed that the revalidation and resuscitation of tyre 

industry is critical to automotive development in Nigeria and enjoined 

government to encourage local production of tyres through policy initiatives 

and deliberate incentives; 

v. The conference urged the OEMs who had earlier stopped production in 

Nigeria to reverse their decisions as some of the challenges they faced in the 

past are being addressed and the environment is now conducive for them to 

grow and thrive; 

vi. The conference called for continued stakeholders collaboration, 

engagement and advocacy for tyre industry to thrive in Nigeria; 

vii. The conference equally called for strict enforcement of ban on used and sub-

standard tyres in Nigeria. The existing collaboration between NADDC, SON, 

Federal Ministry of Finance, Nigeria Customs Service and FRSC should be 

reinvigorated to ensure that fake and sub-standard tyres do not find their 

ways into Nigeria any longer; 

viii. The Conference urged government to, through policy interventions, protect 

the tyre industry from the vagaries of unwholesome competition from 

abroad. Specifically, Government should engender the resuscitation of 
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Michelin and Dunlop, the prime players in the industry and equally 

encourage others to come in; 

ix. The conference noted that Nigeria has strategic comparative advantage in 

tyre production especially in the West African Sub-region because of the 

abundance of necessary raw materials for tyre production; 

x. The conference noted that the size of the Nigerian market for tyre 

production is about 6 million tyres annually; consisting of 4 million cars and 

2 million trucks with a market value of about $1 billion and this provides a 

huge opportunity for local manufacturing; 

xi. The conference urged Government to improve tyre manufacturer’s access to 

gas at reasonable price backed with reliable supply; 

xii. The conference equally called on government to intensify efforts in solving 

the problem of power supply which is the most critical infrastructure for tyre 

production; 

xiii. There should be periodic monitoring and evaluation of the implementation 

of NAIDP by auto assembly plants, auto dealer/franchise owners, Nigeria 

Customs Service, Ministry of Finance, SON and NADDC to ensure compliance; 

xiv. The conference noted that the resuscitation of tyre industry in particular and 

the manufacturing sector in general require tremendous political will on the 

part of Government; 

xv. The conference also called for adequate and long-term plan for the 

resuscitation of tyre industry as it is long term in nature; 

xvi. The conference urged government to empower SON to confiscate any sub-

standard and second-hand tyres in Nigeria; 
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xvii. The conference equally enjoined state governments to be part of the efforts 

to resuscitate and develop the tyre industry; 

xviii. The conference called for a policy framework for the tyre industry and this 

policy framework should be legislated upon to avoid policy summersault in 

future. This will boost investors’ confidence; 

xix. The conference called on Government to establish a finance scheme for the 

tyre industry preferably accessible at single digit interest rate; and 

xx. The conference agreed that NADDC should set up a stakeholder committee 

as a matter of urgency to work on Nigerian Tyre Policy as was done in cement 

industry. The committee should equally serve as a working group for the 

implementation of this communique. 

5.0 Conclusion 

In summary, most participants opined that the resuscitation of the tyre industry 

required the synergy of both the government and the private sector. However, it 

was noted that government had to provide the enabling environment by meeting 

a number of requirements, some of which are detailed below; 

i. Provision of adequate infrastructure, particularly with respect to power 

supply; 

ii. Legislation of vital policies to avoid policy somersault; 

iii. Tax relief for existing players and new entrants in the sector; 

iv. Provision and enforcement of Standards and regulations, etc. 
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6.0 Closing 

After the presentation of the communique several amendments were made and it 

was then adopted as amended through a motion moved by Col. (Rtd) Aloke Dutt of 

Infinity Tyres Ltd and seconded by Olu Tikolo of Kia Motors Nig. Ltd. 

In closing, the DG(NADDC) thanked everyone again for their time and effort in 

attending the event. He expressed Council’s appreciation to all stakeholders 

present for their contributions during the presentations and discussion. He 

promised that the communique brought up from this conference would be 

forwarded to the government for implementation. 

The Tyre Conference is an important stakeholders’ forum that should be organized 

annually to sustain the momentum for resuscitating the tyre industry in Nigeria. 

The 2019 edition of the tyre conference is proposed to hold in Lagos. 

 

Fig 11: Communique Presentation Chaired by Dr. DVC Obi
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Fig 12: More Images on the Communique Presentation 
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Fig 13: Dignitaries at the Conference 
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Fig 14: More Images of Dignitaries at the Conference 
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WELCOME ADDRESS BY THE CHAIRMAN NADDC GOVERNING BOARD 

AT THE OCCASION OF TWO-DAY CONFERENCE ON TYRE VALUE-CHAIN 

IN NIGERIA AT TAHIR GUEST PALACE KANO. 

Protocol. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is an honour to be here with you today. You are the elite, the top 10 percent of 

people in this industry. Only the very best people in any field will take their time 

and make the sacrifice to come so far for a conference like this. 

I will like to welcome you all to this very important conference on the resuscitation 

of tyre industry in Nigeria. 

I am delighted to be at this conference, I believe this would serve as a medium for 

the Tyre Manufacturers Industry to reposition itself in the Nigerian automotive 

market and join the Federal Government in meeting the transportation needs and 

expectation of the masses.   

I also want to recognize the Assembly Plants present, Dealers and all the 

stakeholders here in coming together to make this conference a success. My fellow 

board members and NADDC Staff, “the supporting pillars of this organization” your 

presence is well appreciated. 

 

 

 

IMPORTANCE OF TYRE INDUSTRY  
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Unapologetically Nigeria is the largest domestic market in Africa and is attracting 

greater Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) than ever before, but its manufacturing 

sector has not been progressing at the expected momentum. 

Soon after man invented the wheel he realized that it wore out as he used it. A 

piece of material was then wrapped around the outside of the wheel either to 

rebuild it or prevent it from wearing out. This material wrapped around the outside 

of the wheel became known as a “TYRE”. 

When tyre production started in this country, there was a general consensus that 

it was necessary for the country's ambitious industrial programme at the time. Tyre 

production was seen as very important to the transfer of technology in Nigeria. 

Nigeria was a tyre manufacturing hub; our products were the best you could find 

around. Some decades back, government supported Dunlop with some money and 

they produced a product known as Dunlop elite, which was arguably the best tyre 

in the world at the time. But the company collapsed due to lack of policy 

consistence and power. Power is an important production input in tyre 

manufacturing. If generators were used in the production, the tyres wouldn’t be of 

acceptable quality.  

Michelin’s plantation at Port Harcourt and Ore are under preservation. The ones 

they use for production in other countries are tapped from the plantations here. 

This is because the rubber sourced from Nigeria is better than those tapped in other 

African countries. Tomorrow, if these companies want to resume production, they 

can just go back to the rubber plantations. But, first, we have to fix power in 

Nigeria.” 
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CHALLENGES 

It may interest you to know that the qualities of tyres being imported into the 

country were not a guarantee to safety on the roads anymore. 

Most times, when the imported tyres are brought in, they are not well stored and 

the weather difference makes the tyre not able to last for long time as supposed 

to, hence most of them were below quality standard.  

When Michelin and Dunlop tyres had their manufacturing plants in the country, 

their products were usually suitable with the Nigerian weather and roads and also 

readily available to users. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The task of selecting and use of a good tyre is enormous and quite important while 

wrong tyre usage or selection portends danger to motorists, pedestrians and 

indeed all road users. The overall purpose of this conference on tyre is to propose 

policy options concerning the use of tyres for improvement of traffic safety. 

Centrally to this is the idea that end users need to get very good and high quality 

tyre at affordable rate and accessible to them within the country in order to achieve 

a high level of safety.  You will all agree with me that despite the awareness on the 

danger inherent in the use of fairly use tyres (tokunbo) the practice still thrives and 

it also revealed the lack of understanding of tyre education on the manufactured 

date of tyre, life span, reasons for wear and tear and lack of tyre maintenance 

culture. 

Efforts should also be made to improve the Nigerian economy as it is presently 

tough for most vehicle owners to procure brand new tyres for their vehicles, hence 
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the resort to fairly used and substandard tyres which are cheaper but more 

dangerous. 

CONCLUSION 

However, this is a clarion call to the Nigerian investors to have a rethink and create 

tyre production plants in the country again as it will also help in boosting the 

nation’s economy. 

 

Thank you all for listening. 
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TYRE CONFERENCE KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY Mr JELANI ALIYU, DG 

NADDC 

Imagine if you may, in the not too distant future, a Nigeria of unbelievable 

accomplishments, a Nigeria so advanced that most of the problems we now face 

would by then have been relegated to the pages of history forever.  

That Nigeria is not just a possibility, it’s an imperative destination, one that we must 

reach, as it may very well be our only hope for the very survival of our people. Our 

only hope for the very survival of our people. 

And so we must, as a nation, and as a people be relentless in thought and in action 

to ensure that that bright future is realized. It is a huge task before because today 

the challenges that we face are many, there are countless negative factors 

currently mitigating the success and upliftment of millions of our people. 

This country Nigeria is a magnificent nation, from the Atlantic shoreline in the 

South, through the grasslands of the Middle Belt, all the way to the rolling hills and 

bright blue skies of the North, Nigeria is truly a blessed and magnificent country. 

But, despite all that, despite all that, it is an understatement to say that the citizens 

of this great country, Africa’s largest nation, are being treated as second class 

citizens. Why do I say this? 

Every year millions of spare parts are imported into Nigeria. That in itself is not the 

major problem, the major problem is that a majority of these parts are sub-

standard, these are parts that have already been used in Europe or America and 

then dumped into Nigeria, or they may be new, brand new from China, but as 

opposed to the quality parts shipped from China to the United States, the ones we 
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get here are far below acceptable global standards. That’s why I say we are being 

treated as second class citizens.  

Amongst these components are tyres, about 20 million tyres are imported into 

Nigeria every year, that’s a huge number. This is detrimental to the economy and 

future of the country, because it simply means that all that manpower, and all those 

jobs that are needed to produce that many tyres are lost to the nation. This means 

that despite our huge unemployment rate, instead of creating jobs in Nigeria, we 

are fuelling jobs outside Nigeria. And so thousands of our youth that could 

otherwise be engaged in producing those tyres are now wasting their lives away in 

markets, motor parks and hawking on the streets. 

Taking jobs away from Nigeria is bad enough, to allow sub-standard tires into the 

country is absolutely unacceptable, in fact its bordering on the inhumane. 

We cannot forget that this is Nigeria, a nation that is among the world’s top ten 

crude oil producers, a nation with a strong population of over 180 million. The 

estimated number of vehicles on the roads are over 40 million. A nation with a rich 

history, of amazing kingdoms, empires and cultures. A nation with abundant 

natural and human resources. We simply do not deserve to be a dumping ground 

for anything, talk less of automotive components. 

With over 50% of the population under 20 years old, there is literally a new Nigeria 

in the formation, a New Nigeria that deserves the best, and we cannot allow the 

future of this nation to be subjected to standards that are below international 

levels.  

Up till the mid-nineties Nigeria had two very strong local tyre manufacturers: 

Michelin, located in Port Harcourt and Dunlop located in Lagos. But these two 
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companies very quickly progressively decreased their production until they closed 

down and moved operations out of Nigeria. Dunlop moved from a net turnover of 

$3.4 billion to $225 million, and down to a loss of over $133 million by 2007.  

It is widely believed that changes in government policy led to reduced tariffs which 

in turn led to a heavy influx of cheaper imported tires largely contributed to the 

demise of Dunlop and Michelin.  Another factor that contributed to the problem 

was the lack of adequate power supply. 

Since the demise of the two big tyre producers in Nigeria, the number of vehicles 

on Nigerian roads has continued to grow to now over 40 million, all being serviced 

by tyres produced elsewhere.  

And so, how do we bring back tyre production to Nigeria. 

What are the opportunities and prospects? 

1. We have over 40 million vehicles in operation in Nigeria. 

2. Over 400 thousand imported annually, and because they are mostly used 

vehicle, they very quickly require new tyres.  

3. There are an estimated 18 million hectares of land that is suitable for the 

growth of rubber, which is the primary raw material for tyre production. 

4. Road conditions require certain level of durability, hence a tyre developed 

and optimized for Nigeria can be easily marketed and distributed for 

effective operation in West and most of Africa. 

5. NADDC is setting up 3 Automotive Industrial Parks, Nnewi, Kaduna and 

Oshogbo, we have acquired land at the three sites. They will be centralized 
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locations with all the necessary infrastructure to enable stakeholders set up 

the production of components such as tyres. 

6. The Federal Government’s strong support for agriculture provides an 

opportunity for the production of tyres for agricultural equipment.  

What is NADDC doing? 

1. Part of the mandate of the NADDC is to regulate the Auto Industry, in regards 

to ensuring that all automotive related products and components meet 

minimum global standards, I would like to report that the NADDC is building 

three Test Centres in the country, these centres are 80% complete, they will 

ensure that vehicles, materials and components produced and used in the 

country meet minimum acceptable global standards levels. Of particular 

interest to tyres will be the Component Testing Centre in Enugu. All tyres 

brought into and locally manufactured in Nigeria will have to be certified at 

this centre, thereby eliminating substandard and counterfeit products. 

2. NADDC is setting up 3 Automotive Industrial Parks, Nnewi, Kaduna and 

Oshogbo, we have acquired land at the three sites. They will be centralized 

locations with all the necessary infrastructure to enable stakeholders set up 

the production of components such as tyres. 

NADDC is ready and committed to working with the relevant stakeholders in the 

formation of policy that will empower the following: 

3. Moving on used Tyres must be banned from being imported into the country. 

4. New tyres will be allowed to be imported until local production meets 

demand, and then an elimination strategy will be employed to systematically 
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phase out the importation. Non the less, for these tyres that imported, they 

must be certified by the NADDC Component Testing Facility in Enugu. 

5. Any new Tyres that do not meet minimum safety standards must be banned. 

6. Special Task Force must be set up to monitor and enforce this law. 

7. An Emergency Tyre Production Fiscal Policy to heavily subsidize tyre 

production must be enacted. 

 

JELANI ALIYU 
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CHALLENGES OF TYRE PRODUCTION IN NIGERIA: A PAPER PRESENTED 

BY MR SEGUN AJAYI-KADIR, THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL, 

MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF NIGERIA (MAN) AT THE 

CONFERENCE OF THE NATIONAL AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN AND 

DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL ON THE TYRE VALUE CHAIN IN NIGERIA 

(KANO 2018) HELD ON THE 17TH APRIL 2018. 

 

Protocol: 

Pre-amble 

The structure of the Nigerian economy reflects some basic characteristics of a 

developing economy, evidenced by the fact that primary produce constitutes more 

than half of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), has low per capital income and 

challenged by infrastructure deficiencies, to mention but a few. Agriculture and oil 

and gas sectors have continued to lead the pack of drivers of economic growth, 

accounting for over 95 per cent of export earnings and about 85 per cent of 

government revenue.  

Over the last 50 years, observed trends show that the oil sector has remained 

dominant despite several policy initiatives to diversify the economy. This has 

negatively impacted the performance of the non-oil sectors, especially 

manufacturing, stemming from over concentration on the oil and gas sector.  

However, in recent times, some policies put in place by Government has given 

some ray of hope that the fixation on oil and gas sector can be moderated to spur 

greater contributions from other sectors like manufacturing, mining, financial 

sectors etc. Hopefully, Nigeria with her great potentials could indeed become the 
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greatest exporter of manufactured products in Africa and occupy the driving seat 

in the continent’s journey to industrialization. 

The theme of this conference “Strategy for Resuscitating the Tyre Industry in 

Nigeria”, is apt and timely, especially at this time that the tyre manufacturing sub-

sector is virtually extinct. Ideally, this sub-sector should be strategically positioned 

to be the one of the biggest in Nigeria, with enormous potential to supply the entire 

West Coast as well as East and Central Africa with its products, if supported with 

the right policies and operating environment. The reality on ground shows that the 

vast potential of the sub-sector is checkmated by multifarious challenges that have 

cumulatively brought most manufacturing concerns to the ailing terrain.  

It is therefore imperative to consider strategies required to revive the tyre 

manufacturing industry in Nigeria. This will check the influx of tyres being dumped 

in Nigeria; the concomitant drain on foreign exchange and the associated job 

losses.  

Challenges of The Manufacturing Sector in Nigeria 

 Dearth of basic infrastructure, especially power; 

 Policy summersault and inconsistency; 

 Poor policy implementation, monitoring and evaluation; 

 Multiplicity of taxes, levies and fees; 

 Unbridled inflow of smuggled and substandard products;  

 Poor patronage from Government, which is the largest spender in the economy 

 Arbitrary reduction in tariff on imported tyre; 

 High cost of loanable funds; 

 Absence of support for those that invested in rubber plantation; 
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The tyre sub-sector, like others operating in the manufacturing sector in Nigeria, 

groan under these numerous challenges. 

Tyre Production in Nigeria: Where did we get it wrong?    

Mr. Chairman, distinguished audience, Nigeria before the turn of year 2000, was 

one of the leading producers of tyres in Africa with her two major companies – 

Dunlop Nigeria Plc and Michelin Nigeria Limited, with enough capacity to meet 

national demand as well as export. Suddenly we slipped from net exporter to being 

the dumping ground for tyres, especially from Asian and European countries. Many 

watchers of the industry who were not adequately informed, assumed that the 

prevailing epileptic power supply prompted the demise of two giant Nigerian 

manufacturers of tyres. But for the stakeholders in the industry, this matter is far 

serious. It has to do with combinations of so many factors, policy somersault 

through fiscal misalignment by the Government. 

We can all recall that prior to year 2005, the import tariff on tyre was 40% for truck 

and 50% for car tyres and the local manufacturers were meeting the local demand 

for all grades of tyres. Suddenly, Government reduced the duty from 40% to 10% 

for truck tyres and this opened the gate for all manners of tyres coming from all 

corners of the globe and heading for Nigeria! The palaver created by the policy led 

to the creation of legions of tyre merchants in Nigerian. This development did not 

add value to our economy; rather it depleted our economic fortunes, evidenced by 

reduction in foreign exchange earnings and job losses to other countries. 

You may all agree with me that we need to understand where we are coming from 

in order to know what we need to do to get out of this intractable quagmire that 

we have found ourselves. 
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Permit me to share with you the trend of tyre importation in the last five years. 

According to the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS), between year 2012 and 2017, 

Nigerians imported tyres to the tune of N365.11 billion with the highest 

importation in 2014 of about N74.22 billion, which is about 20% of the five-year 

period. Other years were also staggering as a total sum of N60.18 billion was spent 

on tyre importation in 2012; N60.45 billion in 2013, N53.30 billion in 2015, N56.70 

billion in 2016 and N60. 25 billion in 2017. 

A critical look at total volume in one of the years analysed above may provoke the 

need to find urgent solution to this problem and to firmly resolve to address the 

area we have neglected but have capacity to capture the world market. In 2017 

alone, we imported a total of N60.25 billion worth of tyres. Out of this, a total of 

N4.92 billion that was spent on tyres for motor cars and China, out of 26 countries, 

exported tyres worth N2.75 billion or 56%. In the case of buses and lorries, the 

picture is more worrisome, as China alone dumped tyres worth N27.6 billion or 

about 71% in 2017.  

To give a vivid picture to the issue, a top management staff of Dunlop Nigeria Plc in 

an interview granted to a print media said- 

“After the offer (public offer for share capital), the expectation was that whatever 

was left for us to pay, we could pay off with the revenue of the tyre that we were 

still manufacturing and selling in the market especially the new tyre that we were 

introducing at that point in time. Unfortunately, the change in tax policy the same 

year that we commissioned our new factory was against us. The tax policy for truck 

tyres was 40 per cent, the year that we commissioned; that was 2005, the policy 

changed that rate to 10 per cent which made it cheaper. So, there was a dichotomy 
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in the rate between truck tyres and car tyres which are smaller. The car tyres 

remained on 50 per cent although it has come down now to 40 per cent whiles the 

truck tyres remained at 10 per cent. And, of course, Nigerian businessmen who 

would always find ways of reducing their cost, would either bring car tyres and 

declare it as truck tyres or they will stick-in car tyres inside the truck tyres because 

the truck tyres are really bigger that they can take up to six or seven of car tyres 

depending on the size of the tyres and then, declare them as truck tyres”.  

This was the situation that continued for a long time and the result is what we are 

seeing in the current state of our two major factories in tyre production today.  

Going forward, we need to take decisive steps to restore the fortunes of our 

factories and take our rightful position in the manufacturing of tyres in Africa. This 

is what we have to do in order to provide an enduring solution to the challenges 

confronting the tyre manufacturing sub-sector in Nigeria.   

What is the Way Forward? 

It has been estimated that the size of the Nigerian market for tyre production is 

about 6 million tyres annually; consisting of 4 million cars and 2 million trucks with 

a market value of about $1 billion. This provides a huge opportunity for local 

manufacturing.   

 In the short term, a policy should be put in place to grant pioneer status to 

investing or re-investing companies, with a concession for existing tyre 

manufacturers to import an agreed ratio of tyres at 5% duty which should 

augment their capacity of 1 million tyre per annum. This should be pursued 
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as part of the recovery plan, which must be articulated and submitted to 

Government for approval and monitoring.  

 In the medium plan, a period of 2 to 3 years should be set as timeline to 

address the challenges around development of vital raw materials, such as, 

rubber which is about 42% of tyre inputs. This should be through provision 

of Government incentives to spur more investment in that regard and 

support local manufacturers to fully integrate plantations with processing 

value-chain. Of note here is Dunlop Rubber Plantation in Cross River and that 

of Michelin in Edo State. 

 Equally vital is the strategic development of Carbon Black, which is about 

25% of the tyre production inputs majorly for utilization by local industry as 

against the current trend where this item is exported. In addition, more 

petrochemical industries should be encouraged to produce same to meet the 

needs of local manufacturers before considering the export of Carbon Black. 

 Thereafter, machineries should be set in motion to improve the existing ratio 

of 75% local and 25% foreign inputs to a level of 100% local raw materials 

sourcing.  

 Government should improve tyre manufacturers access to gas at reasonable 

price backed with reliable supply. In fact, the incentive for the Strategic 

Industrial Users’ clause which is in the new National Gas Policy, should be 

extended to this industrial sub-sector.  

 Finally, our long-term strategy should look at necessary and enabling 

legislation as well as fiscal policy support that takes into account, the 

implementation of the Automotive Policy. This will go a long way to 

empower the established and potential tyre manufacturers to meet up with 
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the country’s estimated six million tyre market and also tap into the 

estimated $188 billion global market.  This will also provide Nigeria with a 

golden opportunity to supply the West Coast as well as the East and Central 

African regions; where South Africa, Egypt and some countries in Asia 

currently hold sway. 

Conclusion 

Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen, MAN is already talking to Government on the 

need to revive the companies in the tyre manufacturing sub-sector. We also 

encourage to improve on patronage of Made-in-Nigeria products, Ease of Doing 

Business, provision of incentives, upgrading of critical infrastructure and general 

improvement in the operating environment.  

We believe that if Nigeria is to be industrialized, then we must all strive to create 

the enabling environment. No nation can develop without being industrialised.  

This is evident in the story of nations such as Brazil, Russia, India, China and 

Singapore. 

I would therefore like to urge that we all ensure that this Conference does not end 

as a ‘Talk Shop’ where issues are just raised without proffering practical workable 

solutions to them. It is my sincere desire that this Conference will come up with 

concrete and practicable recommendations for tackling issues and challenges 

affecting tyre production and availability in Nigeria. 

Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen, on this note, I would like to thank you all for 

the opportunity to share my thoughts with you.    

Manufacturers Association of Nigeria (MAN)  
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COMMUNIQUE ISSUED AT THE END OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE 

ON TYRE VALUE CHAIN IN NIGERIA WITH THE THEME “STRATEGY FOR 

RESUSCITATING THE TYRE INDUSTRY IN NIGERIA” HELD AT TAHIR 

GUEST PALACE, KANO ON THE 17TH – 18TH APRIL, 2018. 

 

1.0 PREAMBLE 

Nigeria imports large quantity of tyres annually as the production of tyres is almost 

non-existent; survey shows that there are over 20 million tyres consisting of 120 

different brands imported annually. The various challenges faced in tyre 

manufacturing, the trend of massive importation and open sales of foreign used 

tyres have prevented the resuscitation of the collapsed tyre industry in Nigeria. 

Industry professionals believe that the lowering of import duties among other 

things has led to a net loss of $133 million by manufacturers and the loss of over 

30,000 jobs when the companies folded up. Worried by the ugly trend of 

development in the tyre industry, NADDC convoked this conference with the theme 

“Strategy for Resuscitating the Tyre industry in Nigeria”. This was part of the efforts 

to implement the Nigeria Automotive Industry Development Plan (NAIDP).  

 

The conference had the following objectives among others: 

(i) Bringing together all major stakeholders in the tyre industry in Nigeria to 

discuss the prospects and problems facing the industry. 
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(ii) To highlight economic and investment potentials inherent in the tyre 

industry in Nigeria, 

(iii) To proffer solutions and ways forward for the growth and development of 

the tyre industry in Nigeria, 

 

2.0 IMPORTANCE OF TYRE INDUSTRY 

Tyres are one of the most important safety parts of vehicles because it is the only 

contact which the vehicle has with the road. However, this critical component is 

usually relegated to the background. The Tyre Industry has a lot of economic 

potentials in the areas of backward integration, income generation, job creation, 

technology acquisition and transfer. It therefore requires special attention by both 

the public and private sectors. 

3.0 CURRENT STATUS OF TYRE INDUSTRY IN NIGERIA 

(i) There is no functional tyre manufacturing plant in Nigeria as all the Original 

Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) that had established plants in Nigeria had 

stopped production about 15yrs ago due to lack of sustainable government policies 

and challenging infrastructural facilities. 

(ii) The country largely depends on imported tyres some of which are 

substandard. According to the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS), between year 

2012 and 2017, Nigerians imported tyres to the tune of N365.11 billion with the 

highest importation in 2014 of about N74.22 billion, which is about 20% of the five-

year period. Other years were also staggering as a total sum of N60.18 billion was 
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spent on tyre importation in 2012; N60.45 billion in 2013, N53.30 billion in 2015, 

N56.70 billion in 2016 and N60. 25 billion in 2017. 

(iii) Massive job loss in the sector as a result of closure of production plants. 

(iv) Loss of revenue to the government. 

 

The opening ceremony of conference was chaired by the Executive Governor of 

Kebbi State, H.E. Senator Atiku Bagaudu. The Chairman NADDC Governing Board, 

Senator Osita Izunaso delivered the welcome address while Director General of 

NADDC, Mr. Jelani Aliyu delivered the keynote address. Goodwill messages were 

received from SON, NIPC, RMRDC, NATA, Kano State Government, Michelin Nig Ltd 

and Dunlop Plc.  The conference was equally addressed by the representatives of 

the Hon. Minister of Industry, Trade and Investment, Dr. Okechukwu Enelamah and 

the Minister of State, Hajia Aisha Abubakar. 

 

The following technical and well-researched papers were presented at the 

conference: 

(i) Merits of the Proper Use of Tyres by Corps Marshal, Federal Road Safety 

Corps (FRSC), Dr. Boboye Oyeyemi, MFR; 

(ii) Research and Development Efforts in Rubber Sector of Nigeria by Dr. Uzoma 

Ukwu, Rubber Research Institute of Nigeria; 
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(iii) Analysis of previous and present government policies and incentives to the 

Auto Industry in Nigeria by DG, Nigerian Automotive Manufacturers Association 

(NAMA); 

(iv) Challenges of Tyre production in Nigeria by Segun Ajayi-kadir of 

Manufacturers Association of Nigeria (MAN) 

(v) Investment Opportunities in the Nigerian tyre industry – NIPC 

(vi) Local Sourcing of Raw Materials for Tyre Industry in Nigeria – Dr. Lawal Buga 

of RMRDC 

(vii) Sustainable Vehicle Financing Credit Scheme for Nigeria – Way forward by 

Bank of Industry (BOI)). 

After exhaustive discussions on the papers and extensive deliberations on the state 

of affairs of the tyre industry in Nigeria, the workshop rose with the following 

observations and recommendations as its resolutions: 

 

a) Government, through its agencies should redouble efforts in the 

enforcement of safety standards and regulations in the importation, distribution, 

sales and usage of tyres in Nigeria; 

b) Public-private sector collaboration should be pursued and encouraged with 

a view to creating the necessary synergy for tyre industry to grow and prosper; 

c) Both the Government and the organized private sector should invest 

maximally in tyre industry because of its huge economic potentials and 

contributions to Gross Domestic Products (GDP); 
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d) The conference observed that the revalidation and resuscitation of tyre 

industry is critical to automotive development in Nigeria and enjoined government 

to encourage local production of tyres through policy initiatives and deliberate 

incentives; 

e) The conference urged the OEMs who had earlier stopped production in 

Nigeria to reverse their decisions as some of the challenges they faced in the past 

are being addressed and the environment is now conducive for them to grow and 

thrive; 

f) The conference called for continued stakeholders collaboration, 

engagement and advocacy for tyre industry to thrive in Nigeria; 

g) The conference equally called for strict enforcement of ban on used and sub-

standard tyres in Nigeria. The existing collaboration between NADDC, SON, Federal 

Ministry of Finance, Nigeria Customs Service and FRSC should be reinvigorated to 

ensure that fake and sub-standard tyres do not find their ways into Nigeria any 

longer; 

h) The Conference urged government to, through policy interventions, protect 

the tyre industry from the vagaries of unwholesome competition from abroad. 

Specifically, Government should engender the resuscitation of Michelin and 

Dunlop, the prime players in the industry and equally encourage others to come in; 

i)  The conference noted that Nigeria has strategic comparative advantage in 

tyre production especially in the West African Sub-region because of the 

abundance of necessary raw materials for tyre production; 
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j) The conference noted that the size of the Nigerian market for tyre 

production is about 6 million tyres annually; consisting of 4 million cars and 2 

million trucks with a market value of about $1 billion and this provides a huge 

opportunity for local manufacturing; 

k) The conference urged Government to improve tyre manufacturer’s access to 

gas at reasonable price backed with reliable supply; 

l) The conference equally called on government to intensify efforts in solving 

the problem of power supply which is the most critical infrastructure for tyre 

production; 

m) There should be periodic monitoring and evaluation of the implementation 

of NAIDP by auto assembly plants, auto dealers’/franchise owners, Nigeria Customs 

Service, Ministry of Finance, SON and NADDC to ensure compliance; 

n) The conference noted that the resuscitation of tyre industry in particular and 

the manufacturing sector in general require tremendous political will on the part 

of Government; 

o) The conference also called for adequate and long-term plan for the 

resuscitation of tyre industry as it is long term in nature; 

p) The conference urged government to empower SON to confiscate any sub-

standard and second-hand tyres in Nigeria; 

q) The conference equally enjoined state governments to be part of the efforts 

to resuscitate and develop the tyre industry; 
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r) The conference called for a policy framework for the tyre industry and this 

policy framework should be legislated upon to avoid policy summersault in future. 

This will boost investors’ confidence; 

s) The conference called on Government to establish a finance scheme for the 

tyre industry preferably accessible at single digit interest rate; and 

t) The conference agreed that NADDC should set up a stakeholder committee 

as a matter of urgency to work on Nigerian Tyre Policy as was done in cement 

industry. The committee should equally serve as a working group for the 

implementation of this communique. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

Stakeholders and participants were unanimous in commending NADDC and other 

stakeholders for organizing this important conference. However, they urged the 

Council and other relevant government agencies to ensure that the 

recommendations made here are implemented.  The communique was adopted 

through a motion moved by Col. (Rtd) Aloke Dutt of Infinity Tyres Ltd and seconded 

by Olu Tikolo of Kia Motors Nig. Ltd. 

 

 

Jelani Aliyu MFR 

Director General/CEO 

National Automotive Design and Development Council (NADDC) 
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S/N NAME ORGANIZATION PHONE NO: E-MAIL 

1 Dr. F.M Achiv NADDC   

2 Dr. L.A Isa NADDC   

3 Dr. N.O Omisanya NADDC   

4 A.A Yusuf NADDC   

5 Langdi M.M NADDC   

6 Felicia Izora NADDC   

7 Gambo Yakubu NADDC   

8 Engr. Eric Nwafor NADDC   

9 Olu Ibhadode NADDC   

10 YAhaya Abdullahi NADDC   

11 Mohammed Buhatri Aboki NADDC   

12 Bello Rasheed NADDC   

13 Maimuna Haliru NADDC   

14 Bello Abdullahi NADDC   

15 Essien Inwang NADDC   

16 Onireti Joke NADDC   

17 Amadu S.I NADDC   

18 Obi Tina NADDC   

19 Chidi Nwafor NADDC   

20 Egbuna B. A NADDC   

21 Moses Dabwell NADDC   

22 Micheal Danladi NADDC   

23 Nuhu Sulaiman NADDC   

24 Usman Zakari NADDC   

25 Eric Ozegbe NADDC   

26 Ayuba Atahiru NADDC   

27 Adepoju S.A NADDC  ` 

28 Engr. Ayinde A.N NADDC   

29 Engr. A.O Oyelade NADDC   

30 Ibrahim I Yazid NADDC   

31 Nasiru Tajudeen NADDC   

32 Bilkisu Musa A NADDC   

33 Ezekiel Yahaya NADDC   

34 Fatima Garba NADDC   

35 Aisha Dalhatu NADDC   

36 Abubakar Bello NADDC   

37 Jamilu Danmani NADDC   

38 Susan B. Taiwo NADDC   

39 Mustapha Haruna NADDC   

40 Yazidu Abubakar NADDC   

41 Saidu Musa NADDC   

42 Abdulrasheed  Umar NADDC   

43 Abolaji A. Wasiu NADDC   

44 Mahmud Mohammed M NADDC   

45 Mustapha Abdulaziz Sule NADDC   
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46 Asada Adamu A. NADDC   

47 Sheidu Nanahawa. O NADDC   

48 Ummu Abdu Gusau NADDC   

49 Chukwu Basil NADDC   

50 Philip Ianna NADDC   

51  Bolaji Fadipe NADDC   

52 A.A Abdu FRSC 08036801606 aa.abdu@frsc.gov.ng 

53 Ahmed Abdulazeez RMRDC 08036431973 aaazeez2011@hotmail.com 

54 Peter Osawe FRSC   

55 Acm Darnan B FRSC   

56 CC Bisi Kareem FRSC   

57 I.S Abubakar FRSC   

58 Acc A.T Mohammed FRSC   

59 Acc A.M shehu FRSC   

60 SRC A.I Mohammed FRSC   

61 DRC A Sadauki FRSC 08065460050 a.sadauki@frsc.gov.ng 

62 Mohammed Sani Rimi FRSC 07034528952 Msani.i@frsc.gov.ng 

63 Ahmed Jamilu Hussain FRSC 08062292320 Hj.ahmad@frsc.gov.ng 

64 Jamilu Musa FRSC 08036418538 j.musa@frsc.gov.ng 

65 A.A Iman FRSC  aa.iman@frsc.gov.ng 

66 O.C Egeonu FRSC 08109014041 oc.egeonu@frsc.gov.ng 

67 U.N Habib FRSC 08039599421 Nh.usman@frsc.gov.ng 

68 Segun Ajayi Kadir MAN 08037841532 segunman@gmail.com 

69 Itikpan Ebidukefi FRSC 08075955004 e.itikpan@frsc.gov.ng 

70 Dr. M.O    

71 Lt Col. Aloke Dutt (Rtd) INFINITY TYRES 08055092104 alokedutt@infinitytyres.com 

72 Engr. Paul Nwanguna INNOSON  08064648190 innosonabuja@gmail.com 

73 Alh. Aminu Dauda DD HOLDINGS 08039434311 Aminudanti2008@yahoo.com 

74 Abdulahi M.A Kanoma MIN OF WORKS, 
ZAM STATE 

08065654334 Amakanoma123@gmail.com 

75 Ibrahim Umar Kagara  07035991612 k.umar@frsc.gov.ng 

76 Gyang Dalod FRSC 08031175110 Dg.sheet@frsc.gov.ng 

77 H Sanusi FRSC 08037063213 s.hussain@frsc.gov.ng 

78 K Musa FRSC  k.musa@frsc.gov.ng 

79 Talle Umar FRSC 07033051782 u-talle@frsc.gov.ng 

80 U Faki FRSC 08031229245 Fa.umar@frsc.gov.ng 

81 B Musa FRSC 08060324310 m.bannud@frsc.gov.ng 

82 Yakubu Sallau Daily Trust 08064983640 Yaksman248@gmail.com 

83 A. Ted Odogwu The Punch 08063532623 ododogwu@yahoo.com 

84 Usman Mohammed Sagir Asahi brands 07019980727 usmasagir@yahoo.com 

85 Garba Muazu Hama 08029124980  

86 Salihu Garba NTA Kano 08099224388  

87 Balarabe Muhammed NATA 08099484019  

88 Usman Mohammed  08133327444  

89 Hajara Mary Magba New 07033368604  

90 Musa Yahaya NATA 08032914649 natanigeriahq@yahoo.com 
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91 Tajuddeen A. Pyxera Global 07032351897 Attajdeen71@yahoo.com 

92 Iliya Alhassan NATA   

93 Sanusi Gidado BOI 08060904613 dbala@boi.ng 

94 Dahiru Bala BOI 08033298179  

95 Godwin Ogonyi NATA 08036258003  

96 Hassan Shehu DSS 07036613174  

97 Hamo Raphael Brocatel 
Engineering 

08124211111  

98 Saad Maharaz NIPC 08037829881 Saadmaharaz2017@gmail.com 

99 Auwal Salisu NTA Kano 08068371160 Auwallautai1@gmail.com 

100 Deborah Nanchin Vincent Channels TV 08029155758 Nv@channelstv.com 

101 Olalene Ola R.T Briscoe  08033446841 Olauireg 

102 Murtala Akila R.T Briscoe 08034413237 murtalaakila@yahoo.com 

103 Surayya Aminu DYDEE 07034467380 sasyouthempowermentkano@gmail.c
om 

104 Andrew Maigida NPF 08133586204 Maigidaandrew2016 

105 Idris Mohammed NATA 08109580112  

106 Usma Salisu Karfi NATA 08038134188  

107 SAni Said Dogarai NATA 08095206289  

108 James Ekunke NATA 08109571292 Natakano2020@gmail.com 

109 S. Mohammed Fatula NATA 09090078663  

110 Mordi Elizabeth  PAN 08033591300 Lizzy.mordi@peugeotnigeria.com 

111 Okolo Augustine PAN 08033220491 aokolo@peugeotnigeria.com 

112 Dan Bavong Premium tyres 
services 

07064841488 danbavon@gmail.com 

113 Ibrahim Lawal DSS 08169265907  

114 Ameachi Abasil Bridgestone tyres 
service 

08037222772 abasilameachi@gmail.com 

115 Iliyasu Ayuba NARTO 07038766881  

116 Umar M. Musa ADIN 08083556616 adin@gmail.com 

117 Khalid Yusuf Mohammed ADIN 08065951600 Adin.my@gmail.com 

118 Dr. Boboye Oyeyemi FRSC   

119 U.R Kura FRSC   

120 Ahmed FRSC 08036548987 a.abdulkadir@frcn.gov.ng 

121 Geoffrey Taasema Routes & Rods TC 08035519911 gfaasema@gmail.com 

122 Engr. B E. Obayi SON 08035003520 boebayi@yahoo.com 

123 A. Amiru Murtala SON 08064488219 amirumurtala@gmail.com 

124 Abubakar Idris Buhi SON 08065657951 aidrisbichi@yahoo.co.uk 

125 Ibrahim Abdullahi SON 08067185567 ibrahimabdullahi@yahoo.co.uk 

126 Naiken Bagudu  NADDC 08037246017 Naiken-bagudu@yahoo.com 

127 Ezekiel E. Okita NATA 07030502329 ezekielokita@gmail.com 

128 Zaraddeen Abdulrasaki NATA 08024381818  

129 Sani Abubakar FRSC 08069393183 s.abubakar@frsc.gov.ng 

130 W.C Isaac FRSC 07061890320 Wc.isaac@frsc.gov.ng 

131 Ahmed Umar NADDC 08033116190 Barde1960@gmail.com 

132 Nura Ibrahim NARTO 08088331606 Tambuwal43@gmail.com 
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133 Abdulazeez Hamza NATA 08089996148  

134 Sabo Sani FRSC 08065307055 s.sani@frsc.gov.ng 

135 Tony Magba Magba & sons 07030491268 inuwamagba@yahoo.com 

136 Murtala Audu NATA 08033455741  

137 Sunday Omega NATA 08037128359 sundayomega@yahoo.com.com 

138 Ibrahim Abdulganiyu NATA 07066023604 itganiyu@gmail.com 

139 Hassan Shehu FRSC 07035981188 h.shehu3@frsc.gov.ng 

140 Muhammed Inuwa NARTO 08030708312 nartokano@yahoo.com 

141 Sanusi Nalado NIPC 08065525565 Naladosanusi123@gmail.com 

142 Dr. David U.C Obi MAN/NADDC 08033316688 omeokachico@gmail.com 

143 Daniel Etim Inyang Proforce ltd 08027170451 inyang@olakleenholdings.com 

144 Prince Ezennia Ogbuehi Transuniversal 07060855010 edogbuehi@yahoo.com 

145 Dr. Uzoma Okwu Senior Citizen 08033577871 unokwu@yahoo.com 

146 Ibrahim Chade FRSC 08035903734 chadeibro@yahoo.com 

147 Badaru Adamu FRSC 07032905111 badaruadamu@yahoo.com 

148 Prince Olumide Ogundipe ODSG 08037191917 Ogundipe78@yahoo.com 

149 Emeka Anigboju PABROS 08023105080 emekaaniboju@yahoo.com 

150 Hasat Yahaya Sani Kaninvest 08035591241 hafsatsani@yahoo.com 

151 Salaudeen Abdulhafiz PAN 09024447007 Abdulhafiz.salaudeen@peugeotnigeri
a.com 

152 Garba Bello City dr 08033449761 Garbabello2006@yahoo.com 

153 Murtala Abdulahi NARTO 08037340566  

154 Omo-Odudu D.U RMRDC 08037062129 omoodududonald@yahoo.com 

156 Segun Adekoya Boulos Ent.Ltd 08128811575 o.adekoya@boulos.ng 

157 Lawal Rano Uba FRSC 08030645730 Lu.rano@frsc.gov.ng 

158 Remi Olaofe NAMA 08106596300 remiolaofe@gmail.com 

159 Mohammed Tsakumi FRSC 08065636379 m.tsakumi@frsc.gov.ng 

160 Gyang Peter FRSC 08069541915 p.gyang@frsc.gov.ng 

161 A.J. Inuwa FRSC 08036375152 ajinuwa@gmail.com 

162 HY Yunusa FRSC 08065384322 Hy.haladu@frsc.gov.ng 

163 Usman Idris FRSC 08030580811 u.idris4@frsc.gov.ng 

164 Remi Adams Honda 08035971697 Remi.adams@honda.en.com 

165 Malami Dantani Rahamaniya 
Group 

08060901260 umarbisa@gmail.com 

166 Hussaini Aliyu Honda 0818339444  

167 Nasiru Idris SON 08169937059  

168 Lawal Garba Greenajo Ltd 08035854295 Lygada2001@yahoo.com 

169 Adewale Asanmosa FMITI 08028566707 osunmosuadewale@yahoo.co.uk 

170 Samuel Adetoro FMITI 08023751654 samueladetoro@gmail.com 

171 A.A Zubairu FRSC 08036340241 aa.zubairu@frsc.gov.ng 

172 Adeyeye Segun Channels TV 08032455271 msadeyeye@channelstv.com 

173 Sanyaolu Olalekan Anammco Ltd 08037078884 osanyaolu@anammco.com.ng 

174 Dr. M J Yinusa DNTR 08022904356 mohyinusa@yahoo.com 

175 Bayo Ojo Toyota Nig Ltd 08055107562 beyonle@toyotanigeria.com 

176 Abdu Jibrin Simba Group 08086191488 jibrin@simba.com.ng 

177 Hassan Dalhatu Safana FRSC 08036570354 Hs.dalhatu@frsc.gov.ng 
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178 Meshack Ddehen Media 08085268532 strategicsharks@yahoo.com 

179 Aliyu Yahaya Kabo MOJ Kano 08037992488 aliyuyahayakabo@gmail.com 

180 Ojomash NATA 08033181768 ojooise@yahoo.com 

181 Okechukwu Stella NEPC 08035901700 Stellaokechukwu49@yahoo.com 

182 Chukwuemeka Ngene JICA 08127778423 Ngene-chukwuemeka@jica.go.jf 

183 Olu Tikolo KIA MOTORS-
DANA 

09075012345 otikolo@kiamotorsnigeria.com 

184 Balade Eniremen Asia Africa Int’l 
FZE 

07038187869 boladeogunfunmilaye@gmail.com 

185 Li Yong Asia Africa Int’l 
FZE 

08139385008 13911692791@163.com 

186 Mohammed Mohammed  Kano 08069406889 mohammadshuibu@gmail.com 

187 Magaji Mohammed Sani NATA 08034319559  

188 Engr. Hart S.I  MICHELIN 08033099281 sundayhart@michelin.com 

189 Dr. M.L.Buba RMRDC 08022851385 mblawal@hotmail.com 

190 Engr. Emmanuel Kwaya RMRDC 08066878945 ekwaya@yahoo.com 

191 A.M Wele RMRDC Kano 08035900285 Wele64@gmail.com 

192 Engr. Bashir Karaye CM APC Kano 08067138093 yahayamb@gmail.com 

193 Salami Fola Coledonian 
Motor LTD 

08026627723 coledonianmotors@yahoo.com 

194 Ali Abdullahi FRSC 0806545817 abdullahi@yahoo.co.uk 

195 A.Salisu CARE 08023728967 Asalbami77@gmail.com 

196 Shiraz Grover Asahi Brands Ltd 07019980726 shiraj@asahibrands.com 

197 Pankaj Josh Tanzanite ltd 07019980703 panbaj@asahibrands.com 

198 Samuel Sanni Blake & Harper 08052305456 justsamuel@yahoo.com 

199 Abdullahi Ahmadu FRSC 08036990185 teejaylaus@gmail.com 

200 M.S Aliyu FRSC 09036892033 Ms.aliyu@frsc.gov.ng 

201 Abu Audu FRSC 08037933484  

202 Aminu Musa Bashir Rahamaniya 
Group 

090361394442 aminumusabashir@gmail.com 

203 Katsuhiro Murooka Honda 09032823868 Katsuhiro.murooka@honda.eu.co 

204 Abubakar Abdullai  08063111842  

205 Ogunbusola Ojo S FRSC 08060646708 Free2micheal98@yahoo.com 

206 Yusuf Hassan FMITI 08148005086  

207 Aliyu Ibrahim FRSC 07068894047 i.aliyu3@frsc.gov.ng 

208 Isah Abdulazeez FRSC 08065947275 a.isah2@frsc.gov.ng 

209 Salisu S Sulemu NATA 07036924050  

210 Dr. Maryam A Kolo UDU Sokoto 08035077501 Maryamkolo75@gmail.com 
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